"WAS IST LOST?"

"WAS IST LOST, FRAU? "I don't want a fortune any more! I only want to know what you are up to yet."

Ach, Herrmann, I was making myself plain for December 19th. Also you doing—what?"

"Sure I am, but I must find out," said Frau. "Was Ist Los?" By December 19th, I might not be going—what?"

"Well, still, for December 19th. I was just going to drink beer these days."

"I was just going to drink beer these days."

"It is now that the work of evicting the masses was in good hands."

HARVARD PLAY GIVEN.

"The Voice of the People" is by Mr. Carb's Drama.

On Tuesday evening of this week, the Harvard Dramatic Club gave the tenth annual production in Cambridge, "The Voice of the People." This three-act play is written by a recent graduate, David Carb, of the English Department at the Institute.

Mr. H. T. Parker, Harvard '29, Dramatic Editor of the Boston Transcript, congratulated Carb most highly in the following statement: "

"The performance of Mr. Carb's play is a dream of life and human nature, present, past, and present, a realization of social and individual relationships."

"The play was a success, and the audience was thoroughly satisfied." (Continued on Page 2.)

FIRST INDOOR MEET.

Will Be Held in Gym Saturday.

Seven Events—All Handicaps.

Saturday afternoon, at 3 o'clock, in the Gym, comes the start of a series of weekly handicaps meets to be held for the Harvard men.

The events will be as follows: Pole vault, running long jump, running and standing long jump, 50-yard run, 100-yard run, 220-yard run, and hurdles. The entries will be handled by Mr. Carb, and the winners of the events will be announced at the close of the meet. (Continued on Page 3.)

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT TO HELP THE TECH

Special Section to Be Formed Next Term for Freshmen Writing on Paper.

Professor Ario Bates, head of the Department of English, has announced that the department has shown the Tech to construct a provisional modification of the course in English given to the freshmen during the second term. The department feels that if the work is not successfully this year, it can be repeated in following years, so that the interest of the class in one of the greatest of the activities in the Institute may take a form or activity both to the department and to the public. The idea of substituting this Tech section in the English Department has been much insisted on, but the great objection has been that no arrangement has been made this year for the work in this manner. It is expected that the course will be arranged so that the men who are interested in the course will be satisfied in the same way as the men who are interested in the course in English. It is expected that the men who are interested in the course will be satisfied in the same way as the men who are interested in the course in English.

The announcement of this innovation came out as follows: "The English Department has decided to establish for the next term a special section in history English for men who are engaged in work in THE TECH. The section will be limited to twenty students, and no student will be admitted who has not completed a year course in English in the first term. Fifteen out of thirty hours will be devoted to work on the course in English, and all articles published will, after publication, be gone over by the English department. The amount of written work actually done must not be less than thirty-five hundred words, to be made up of copy printed by THE TECH, or of special articles submitted to the instructor. The department reserves the right to count anything which in workmanship or taste fails below a reasonable standard. Those who wish to join this section should notify the department." (Continued on Page 4.)

CO-OPERATION WITH HARVARD SUGGESTED


In his annual report to the corporation, President Maclaurin makes it very plain that there can be no rational talk about a merger with Harvard. He says:

"There can be no thought of the Institute's dependence," and also states that it is now strong enough to stand alone or to enter, if it wishes, into relations of cooperation in educational effort. He upholds the broad fundamental principles of the Institute, only that with Harvard, so clear that no one can rationalize away mistakes or distort them into mere disagreement. Part of the text of Dr. Maclaurin's report in this paper follows:

"Another problem that lies before the Institute is the kind and the limits of the cooperation that should be encouraged with other educational institu-

TECHNOLOGY SUFFERS A DEFEAT AT HOCKEY

B. A. Seven Wins by 7 to 2 Score—Technology Lacking in Team Work.

Technology was beaten by the R. A. A. seven at the Arena last night, by a score of 7 to 2. The same was not true as no score was made as the score might indicate. Many times Tech threatened the B. A. A. goal, but the log men of their own team prevented any scoring. Our team was not developed to and had no chance to win the game. The playing was at times slow and fre-

The second period opened in a way similar to the first, the faster R. A. A. men keeping the rubber in Tech's territory, Ramsey, however, came back in his usual form, and let only one shot get past him, Hicks scoring that after six minutes' play. Ichborn here carried the puck down the ice several times, but young to lack of support was unable to score. The latter half of the game proved to be no rational talk about a merger with Harvard. The work of evicting the masses was in good hands.